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4 x 4 Fill Panel
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Controlling the ﬂow of gases through your system is paramount for efﬁciency and safety. Brownie’s ﬁll
panels are designed in a logical format with directional ﬂowlines for easy recognition by the operator.
Controls are easily manipulated and provide precise adjustments. All ﬁttings, connectors, hardware
and tubing are manufactured from the highest quality stainless steel for maximum safety and service
life.
We have standard designs suitable for most applications. We can also design and build custom
ﬁll panels to meet any specialized need. If you have a gas control requirement, we can create the
optimum solution.
Speciﬁcations
Connects to 4 storage banks, 4 ﬁll whips, control valves, adjustable regulator, all stainless steel ﬁttings/
connectors/tubing, stainless steel panel face with engraved ﬂow diagram and starboard case.
Other: Digital/Analogue gauges
Finish: Stainless Steel
Part #: PNL4X4SS-R
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OTHER AVAILABLE FILL PANELS

Output pressure can precisely adjusted to suit the
cylinders being ﬁlled. The single gauge shows
supply pressure from the compressor or storage
bank. Adjustable pressure regulator, analog gauges,
quick disconnect.
Speciﬁcations
Other: Analogue gauges
Part #: FP-ADJ

SCUBA/BA Fill Panel
Available to be placed locally or remotely, this panel allows
the ﬁlling of both SCUBA and SCBA (BA) cylinders without
theneedformanuallyadjustingpressures.Presetregulators
and differing ﬁll outlets minimize the risk of overﬁlling
and increase safety. The SCUBA outlet is regulated
with a maximum pressure to prevent accidental
overﬁlling. Also available is a non-adjustable Dual
Pressure Fill Panel for ﬁlling SCUBA and SCBAs.
Speciﬁcations
Fitting: SCUBA or SCBA
Part #: FP-DP

Fireman Fill Station
Specialized SCBA ﬁll stations can be installed and
plumbed in the most strategic locations throughout
the vessel. Constructed of King Starboard® material
for maximum durability and to prevent damage to
scba bottles. Designed to securely cradle a single
or multiple bottle(s), with or without the backpack
attached. Specify connection at time of order..
Speciﬁcations
Finish: King Starboard®
Part #: _______________

Remote Fill Panel
Place a remote ﬁll panel in the lazzarette, near the
swim platform, in the cockpit, or wherever convenience
dictates. Now you can control your compressor and ﬁll
system without running below. Features ﬂow control valve
and stainless steel high-pressure quick disconnect.s.
Speciﬁcations
Fitting: SCUBA or SCBA
Part #: FP-DP
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